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HIGHLIGHTS

OZONE TREATMENT OF RECYCLED NITRIC ACID

Ozone treatment removes trace amounts of organics and chloride ions from recycled
' acid. Heating significantly reduces this reaction time for removing these impurities. A new

heater design was reinstalled on the recycle system, reducing the ozonation time from 70 to
100 h to 30 to 40 h. This reduction in ozonation time resulted in increased acid recovery and
reduced acid wastes that had to be discarded. (Page 6)

OXIDATION OF DEP_ URANIUM CHIPS

Shallow land burial in Bear Creek Burial Ground (BCBG) of depleted uranium and
uranium alloy chips has been discontinued, and these materials will now be processed at the
Uranium Chip Oxidation Facility (UCOF). A series of chip burns was made to reduce the
overall flameout frequency to 1% to comply with UCOF safety documentation. This testing
phase reduced the flameout frequency to 2 per 2,959 burns (<0.1%), which is a 92%
decrease of flameouts over last quarter. This work successfully demonstrated that ali of the
uranium and uranium alloy chips (except sawfines) carl be safely oxidized at UCOF with a
flameout frequency of 1% or less. (Page 10)
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ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY (U)

OZONE TREATMENT OF RECYCLED NITRIC ACID

C. W. Hancher, M. E. Johnson, and G. E. Harris
°.

Summary

Recycled acid is removed from the distillation column, and the batch is treated with
ozone to remove trace amounts of organics and chloride ions. Ozone treatment of a batch
of acid at or near room temperature requires 70 to 100 h to remove the organic and chloride
impurities. Studies conducted by W. E. Clark and W. B. Howerton 1showed that heating the
acid during ozonation significantly reduced the reaction time for removing organic impurities.
The original ozonator unit in the recycle facility was _ble to heat the acid during ozonation.
Mechanical problems with the heating systems developed, and the heater was discontinued.
A new heater design was fabricated and installed. The new heating system has reduced the
ozonation time from 70 to 100 h to 30 to 40 h. The reduced ozonation time permits the
recovery of more acid and therefore reduces the amount of acid that had to be discarded
because of the high impurity levels.

Introduction

Since 1976, spent condensate wastes have been distilled, resulting in a product of 30%
nitric acid. This product contains trace amounts of organics and chloride ions that must be
removed before the nitric acid can be recycled. Ozonation of hot nitric acid has been used

to remove these impurities. Corrosion of the equipment has been a problem, and the
decision was made to operate the ozone equipment at room temperature until a heater with
a new design was built. The ozonation time cycle was significantly increased, and some of

the acid product was not recycled because the equipment lacked the capacity to remove ali
the impurities. A new external concentric tube heat exchanger was designed and installed
as a retrofit to the ozone-treatment system.

Prior Work

The design and installation details were previously reported.

Presentation of Experimental Work

Condensates containing dilute nitric acid and raffinates containing aluminum nitrate and
some free nitric acid were recycled, as noted in Fig. 1. The dil'.ae nitric acid is recovered by
distillation to obtain a 30 wt % nitric acid product. This product contains trace amounts of

organics and chloride ions that must be removed betore reusing the acid. If chloride ions
are recycled, corrosion of the production equipment in the uranium purification processes
will occur.
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Fig. 1. Nitric acid and aluminum nitrate recovery flow sheet (Building 9918).

In the original equipment, the organic and chloride impurities were removed by means
of ozone treatment at elevated temperatures. The original ozone-treatment tank was

equipped with a stainless steel steam coil welded inside the tank. After several years of
satisfactory operation, weld corrosion occurred, but the heater was not repaired. A new
steam-heated design was recommended, and the heater was externally mounted to the ozone
tank (Figs. 2 and 3). The new heat exchanger had a heated area of 9 ft2 and could be
removed for maintenance or replacement in the event of a failure. The heater design also
ser_,ed as a pump to recirculate the acid in the ozone tank.

The new heater was installed, and at a steam control pressure of 10 psig, the acid
leaving the heat exchanger was 200 to 220°F. Within 5 to 10 h, the acid in the ozone-
treatment tank was heated to 170 ± 10°F. At this temperature, the ozone treatment time
was reduced to 30 to 40 h, as compared with a treatment time of >70 h when operated at

' ambient temperature. To date, more than ten ozonation batches have been completed, and
no problems have been observed.

Future Work

No additional work is planned.
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OXIDATION OF DEPLETED URANII.JM CHIPS

Y. C. Childs, B. C. Padgett, G. E. Harris, H. E. Devaney, and C. W. Hancher

Summar,d

Shallow land burial in Bear Creek Burial Ground (BCBG) of depleted uranium and
uranium alloy chips was discontinued. It was decided that these materials would be
processed at the Uranium Chip Oxidation Facility (UCOF). The depleted uranium chips,
formerly taken to BCBG, continued to be oxidized in 2, 5, 10, and 20-1bbatches to further

determine the optimal processing weight that would reduce the overall flameout frequency
to one that complies with the UCOF safety documentation. The goal was to rec,_,ce the
flameout fr,quency to 1%. Batches of uranium-titanium alloy, mill, mixed, and suspect chips
were processed at UCOF using existing operating procedures and processing weights
recommended as a result of tests completed in August and September 1989.

This phase of testing reducea the flameout frequency from 15 per 1,770 burns (0.0085)
during third quarter 1989 to 2 per 2,959 burns (0.0007) during fourth quarter 1989. These
figures correspond to a 92% decrease of flameouts over last quarter, lt was confirmed that
all of the depleted uranium and uranium alloy chips going to BCBG, except for the sawfines,
can be safely oxidized at UCOF with 1% or fewer flameouts.

Definitions

_Binary_chips are made from uranium-niobium alloy.

Button-cut chips are rough cut and made when "hogging" the billet. They are only produced
during tne machining of uranium-titanium alloy with a special tool bit. Typically, they are
15 mils thick, rough, broken, jagged, and steel gray.

Finished-cut chips come from the last cut on a billet. They are usually no more than 5 mils
thick, smooth, and black.

Flameout is the sudden reiease of flames greater than 6 in. through the oxidizer-loadiog port
door and other openings in the oxidation chamber.

Mill-cut chips are rough cut from the milling operation. They are short, thick, and curly.
Also, they vary in thickness between 15 and 25 mils and are usually steel gray to black.

Mixed-uraniumchips result from the machine vacuum or machine-cleaning operation. Their
thickness ranges from 1 to 25 mils, and they are charcoal gray to black. These chips are
sometimes referred to by the name "sludge."

Ribbon-cut chips are rough cut and madewhen machining uranium or uranium alloy. They
are typically 15 mils thick with smooth turnings. The only difference between these chips
and button-cut chips is that ribbon-cut chips are smooth.

Semicut chips are cut between button-cut, ribbon-cut, and finished-cut chips. They are
smooth and between 5 and 15 mils thick. They may be black and shiny.
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Sludge is another name for mixed chips resulting from the machine-cleaning operation.

Suspect chips are uranium or uranium-niobium alloy finished-cut chips suspected of
producing a flameout during the chip-oxidation process.

Introduction

Preliminary tests of thermally oxidizing (1)depleted-uranium chips suspected of
producing flameouts (referred to as suspect drums) during the oxidation process,
(2) uranium-titanium alloy chips, (3) depleted-uranium mill chips, and (4) depleted-uranium
mixed chips from the machine-cleaning operation conducted by Development Division
personnel indicated that additional tests were needed. These experiments were required to
ascertain that the recommended processing parameters were the maximum values that could
be processed without producing flameouts. In addition, further refining of the amount of
finished-cut chips that could be processed with a minimal chance of a flameout occurring was
needed. The following operating parameters, which were reported in the last Quarterly
Report, 1were used as the baselines for the second phase of Develop_cient Division testing:

1. ali uranium-titanium alloy chips, except for finished-cut chips, can be oxidized in 5-1b
increments;

2. uranium-titanium alloy semicut chips can be oxidized in 10-1bbatches;

3. mixed-uranium chips (sludge) can be oxidized in 5-1b increments;

4. mill chips can be oxidized in 20-1b increments;

5. finished-cut chips can be oxidized in 2-1bincrements with a drum of rough-cut chip
type D-38 or binary chips.

The daily routine processing operation sequence was modified for the oxidation of these
chips. Ali suspect chips and uranium-titanium alloy chips were shipped to UCOF in 55-gal
drums. The sludge and mill chips were shipped in 5-gal buckets. The chips were separated
on the drain table into one of the previously mentioned aliquots and placed into a 5-gal
bucket that contained --4 L of water and/or coolant. A predetermined amount of chips
based on the material type was drained for 8 rain and then processed as specified in UCOF
operating procedures, lt was the goal of the Development Division to identify the maximum
amount of chips that would either not produce a flameout or keep the frequency of flameout
to 1% or less.

Prior Work

Development Division work pertaining to the controlled oxidation of depleted-
uranium chips has been previously reported. _
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Presentation of Experimental Work

On September 27, 1989, Development Division personnel continued processing
suspect uranium-chip drums. The data from previous tests were evaluated, and it was
decided that a 4-min drain time would be evaluated instead of the 8.rain one used during the

preliminary tests. The drums were processed in the same manner as ali UCOF nonsuspect
chip drums by using the chip-feeder control panel. The drums of chips were staged by
UCOF operations personnel. Development Division personnel began their operation after

placing the drums on the mezzanine by removing one of them from the metal skid that had
been used to transport them. Next, that drum was placed into a dumper that hydraulically
lifted and emptied it. The liquid contained in the drum for transportation and storage was
removed during this operation and collected for use in 5-gal buckets. The chips were visually

inspected while sitting on the uraniu'n-chip feed table. Meanwhile, 4 L of the collected
liquid was placed in each of the 18 5-gal buckets used in this experiment. The 5-gal bucket
with liquid was weighed and the scale zeroed to accurately weigh the chips in each bucket.
The chips were then separated into 5-gal bucket aliquots based on the weight range listed
previously. After all the chips had been placed into several 5-gal buckets, they were
processed, according to UCOF routine operating procedures.

During this phase of testing, the processing of the sludge was reevaluated. The sludge
was so dense that it often did not reach the temperature of 140"F, which is the temperature
that causes the high-temperature light to turn on and initiates the cool-down timer and
interlock for the automatic chip-feeder control unit. As a result, the sludge was processed
in 10-lh ir_crements between drums of uranium-titanium alloy chips or mixed with a drum of
regular chips in 5-lh increments. These actions prevented the oxide bed from taking a few
seconds longer to ignite the sludge. These tests confirmed that uranium-titanium alloy

semicut chips should be oxidized in 5-1b increments, as indicated in the last report.
Two flameouts occurred during this phase of testing. Both were with finished-cut

uranium-titanium alloy chips. It was agreed that it is impossible to eliminate flameout of the
fin_s,hed-cut material, however, two flameouts per quarter is an acceptable frequency.

The data from tests from September 27, 1989, through December 28, 1989, are detailed
in Table 1 for batches 255 through 713.

Results

Two flameouts occurred during this phase of Development Division tests at UCOF

flora September 27, 1989, to December 28, 1989. Based on a total of 2,959 burns during this
period, the flameout frequency corresponds to an overall frequency of < 1%. It has been
demonstrated that ali uranium-titanium alloy chips, except for finished-cut chips, can be
oxidized in 5-1b increments. Chip type D-38 and binary mill chips can be oxidized in 20-1b
increments, and mixed-uranium chips (sludge) in 10-lh increments, with a minimal chance of

a flameout occurring. The two flameouts occurred while oxidizing finished-cut chips. Ali
types of finished-cut chips can produce a flameout during the oxidation process with as few
as 2.5 lb of chips. It is believed that the finished-cut chips can be oxidized with a minimal
chat_ce of a flameout occurring if 2 lb of them are placed in a drum of rough-cut chip type
D-38 or binary chips.
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Conclusion

Based on the experimental data, the following conclusions can be made:

1. All uranium-titanium alloy chips, except for finished-cut chips, can be oxidized in 5-1b
increments with a minimal chance of a flameout occurring.

2. Uranium-titanium ahoy semicut chips can be oxidized in 5-1b batches with a minimal
chance of a flameout occurring.

3. Mixed-uranium (sludge) can be oxidized in 10-1b increments with a minimal chance
of a flame.out occurring.

4. Mill chips can be oxidized in 20-1b increments with a minimal chance of a flameout
occurring.

5. Finished-cut chips can be oxidized in 2-1b increments alone or with a drum of
rough-cut chip type D-38 and binary chips with a minimal chance of a flameout
occurring.

6. The only way that larger quantities of uranium-titanium alloy chips and finished-cut
chips will be able to be processed is if a spin dryer is used to remove some of the
entrained liquid, which burns and produces a flameout.

Future Work

Future studies of oxidizing finished-cut _'hipsmixed with rough-cut chips will be made
to determine whether the flameout freque .y can be reduced further. The removal of
entrained water from uranium-titanium alloy chips and finished-cut chips will be evaluated
when fabrication of the prototype spin dryer is completed. Processing the materials discussed
in this report will continue until enough data is gathered to support statistically the
recommendations of the UCOF safety documentation.
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METRIC CONVERSIONS

PRESSURE VOLUME AMOUNTOFSUBSTANCE
(Luks,Outgm,,ing)

psi MPa in3 mm3 cc-atm #moles

• 10,000-, 10.00= I0,000-- 400,000

60.0 8.00-" 8000-.

8000 50.0 -! 3(K),000

,ooo_,oo 6.oo_,oo,ooo 6ooo__
5000! 5.00_80,000 5ooo.i2oo,ooo
,ooo.__oo ,.oo__,o,ooo ,ooo-i_
3o_ 20.0 3.oo- so,ooo 3ooo-_:

i ]_-4o,ooo _ loo,ooo

__ 2ooo&8o,ooo2000-_'- 2.00 30,000 -

-_ 10.0 -i: -/-60,000}_;- 8.0 20,000 -:-50,000-.
'1-

1000-_- I.00_ I000-:-40,000
=F-6.0 :; -

8o07_ o.8o_ 8oo:_3o,ooo

600 .0 0.60_- 10,000 600-:-

500_ O.50-_- 8000 500-- 20,000

_ S 400 _-400_ .0 0.40-1.6000

3oo}2.o o.3o_.oo _oo-i
:_ -4ooo -Zm,ooo

1 _ 2oo&8ooo

200 O.20- 3000 :_-

- 1.0 O. 10 1! Z_-6000,-5000
80 2000

100 O. 10 i 100-_-4000
_--0.60 : C

80--,- O.08 80 ....3000
--'ro.50 -_ -_
-_ 6011!

60-L 0.40 0.06-%J I000 "_--I,

50-_ O.05_ 800 50 --- 2000

4o i40-_ O.30 O.04 600 "

4 O.03-}- 500 30-
30-_ 0.20

-' -_ --1000
--i :,400
"_- : 20- -800

20-_ O.02--__300 -

J. :2600
--0. I0

_:- !- 200 :--500
f- 0.08
i-

lO .... 0.01"' I0






